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, PEB1METEK INTRUSION DETECTION 
• AND ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 

PREFACE 

Si response to the nation's continuing program of keeping naclear facilities' safeguards cur
rant with postulated threats and available'technology, many sites a re Involved in defining and 
implementing systems ttf upgrade their security posture. As a result of thief activity, many papers 
have been presented at this and other conferences on Integrated system concepts, performance and 
vulnerability evaluation techniques, and security hardware. This block of three papers will be 
devoted to discussing how these concepts, teehfllqses, and hardware wore used to upgrade one 
aspect of physical security at a particular site. The specific topic to be considered la the design 
and Impfemenfatton of a Perimeter Intrusion Doteelfas and Assessment System at a relatively 
large naa to rift la storage site. Th» key elements of this system a re (I I Intrusion Sensors, (2> Alarm 
Assessment, and (3) System Control and Display. 

A detailed system study » a s conducted at this facility to determine its vulnerability to a 
spectrum of threats", from this study, a ser ies of security options were del inert which employ 
different combinations of technology and security personnel to accomplish the detection, delay, 
and response roles'. A system was tfceo designed that best suited the available resources. In 
addition to the detection and assessment elements discussed In these papers, upgrades in the delay 
find response areas are also In pr i;ress. 

The goal of this program was to design, develop, and install a perimeter intrusion detection 
and assessment system in one year starting July 15, 1975. This short time scale restricted the 
equipment.that could be utilized to simple modification of proven off-the-shelf hardware- Heavy 
spring rains during' the sensor instalfattof* phase have proven fo be the most serious obstacle to 
meeting the original schedule. 

The. site under discussion fs located in ths southern Great Plains and is surrounded by re la
tively flat agricultural lands. The protected area was reduced ic Include only SNM associated 
activities and has a fe r iwetc r Jengtlt of approximately 3 kilometers. It Is enclosed by two fences, 
which are separated by a wide isolation zone 130 metres or greater). Two Assessment Towers 
a re located at opposite corners of the arca^ 

The following three papers address each of the tores Usy elements! (1) Intrusion Sensors, 
(2* Alarm Assessment, and (3) System Control and display. 



A. FEMMETSK OTSUSION SEXSORS 

&1. 3, Eaton 
intrusion Defection Systems Division 

Sandla Laboratories, Albuquerque, N. M, 6711S 

Abstract 

To obtain an effective perimeter intrusion detection system requires careful sensor selection, 
procurement, and Installation, The selection process Involves a thorough understanding of the 
unique site features and how these features affect the performance of each type of sensor. It i s 
necessary to develop procurement specifications to establish acceptable sensor performance 
limits. Careful explanation and inspection of critical installation dimensions is required during 
on-site construction. The Implementation of those activities at a particular site Is discussed. 

I. tntro-juetion 

The primary role of perimeter intrusion detection sensors is to provide ar, early warning to 
the security force in (he event of an unauthorized entry into a protected a rea . The performance of 
currently available perimeter sensors Is critically influenced by the site environment, procure
ment specifications, and care in installation. This paper discusses the activities that were under
taken at a particular site tc select, procure, and Install perimeter intrusion SensorB, The activi
ties discussed typify those required at any site, 

tf. Sensor Selection 

The selection of senaor types must be based on a determination of the environment in which 
the sensors must operate and a knowledge of how that environment will influence sensor perfor-
mancs. Since the available knowledge correlating sensor performance to environment is very 
limited, on-site evaluation Is required prior to final selection. Also, no single sensor presently 
available can successfully delect all intruder profiles (walking, running, crawling, etc. I without 
generating excessive nuisance a larms. A combination of two or morn sensors , chosen to comple
ment one another, can often result in performance that keeps this nuisance alarm rate (NAR* at an 
acceptable level without compromising! the probability of do taction {Pdl, 



*IW sensor selection process at this slto included a Site Survey, Candidate Sensor Identifi
cation,"- and Experimental Installation phase, . Each of theKfl Is discussed below. 

A. Site Sarvey. 

-The si te survey mast Identify all the site features that will Influence sensor performance. 
These* Include- tcpograpny, sol! composition, climate, animal population, road locations, isolation 
zone siZ'Jy drainage, electromagnetic emitters (both ground and alr-fcqrnoi, and underground 
utilities (water, power lines, telephone Ifnoe, e tc , ) . 

The following tabulation identifies some of the salient features that a re characteristic of this 
a l ts . 

Favorable Unfavorable 
I. Relatively flat I . Consistent high winds 
Z„ Clay loam soil without rock 2, . Many small animals 
Z, Limited snowfall 3 , ' In line with runway of niajor airport 
4. Wide Isolation zones 4. Railroad pen el rati on 3 Into site 
5. Symmetrical site boundai-ies 5, Llgh'jilng s torms 

Plant Engineering "as built" drawings are typically neither accurate nor complete enough to 
depend on for si te definition. Location discrepancies of over 3 metres in fence line position >nd 
unrecorded signal lines were uncovered as part of the survey. The candidate sensor bed was 
searched wiih pipe and cable locators to find unrecorded signal lines which could adversely affect 
feuried-line sensor performance, 

B, Candidate Sensor identification 

Familiarity with the capabilities and limitations of available r.ensor types is required to 
Identify candidate sensors , EH0A and the DOD have both Issued publications that provide this 
information. 

Two sensor-lines (primary and secondary) were adopted for this site {Figure A- l , ) The 
'primary sensor line, located within the isolation zone, assumes the major detection role, A 
secondary system, located at the inner fence boundary, will detect those rapidly movh.g •»-™tg 
attempting to outrun the data processing an.' assessment delays inherent in the system. 

For (he primary senser line if was necessary to detect a broad spectrum of intruder profiles 
(runni/ig, crawling, rolling, t t e . ) and to maintain a low nuisance alarm ra te . No known single 
Sensor can do this The cohesive roeftless soil and flat fmyigraphy identified in the site survey 
neither exclude ^ nor favored any particular family of sensors (Surfed, .ree-standing) when consi
dering ease of installation. A buried cable and microwave combination was selected as the candidate 



primary sensor liae because of the complementary detection ability of its components and their 
different nuisance alarm susceptibility. As an example, the most difficult detection profile for a 
microwave system is a alow rolling or crawling target which the barfed cable detects easily. 
The burled cable i s susceptible to nuisance alarms In high wind's, whereas, the microwave is not. 
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Figure A- l , Sensor Location Diagram 

Previous evaluation programs sponsored by both ERDA and the BOD indicated that the hurled 
cable with the best known ant) most stable operating characteristics at selection time » a s the Air 
Force developed AJJ/GS9-26A (MA 10/MILES) senior . This la a multiphenomena pressure and 
magnetic sensor. The microwave sensor selected provided rhe best probability of detection over 
the 100-metre sector lengths of the MAID/MILES. 

The secondary sensor line augments the detection capability of the primary system and 
fanctions as an assessment aid for rapidly moving targets. Time is required to process the dai3 
from a combination sensor system. This together with the limited width of the CCTV observation 
footprint, shortens the available assessment time. Locating a fence within the CCTV footprint 
helps to gain a few added assessment seconds. Locating the secondary sensor line at the inner 
fence boundary eliminates any potential assessment acquisition problem..* for rapid!;/ moving tar 
gets. The details of how this is accomplished will be covered at tfci System Control and Display 
paper-. 

A fence-mounted Electric-Field Fence (EFFJ and the Ai,- Force developed Fence Disturbance 
Sensor (FDSJ were selected for the secondary system. The EVF was selected because It was the 
only known fence-associated system that also provided seme proximity detection. ' The FDS was 
selected because It provided an economical way of tugmentlng the EFF to ensore detection of 
certain intrusion profiles. The FDS is a simple me-cury jiggle switch. It Is one of the least 



sophisticated of the svz."!able fence sensars and s l so one of the least expensfcre. It Is not a s good 
at detecting fence cutting Intruder* a s some other fence sensors ore , It does do a good job of 
detecting rapid climbers, and i s assigned this role In the detection system, Both of these systems 
are susceptible to wind-Induced nuisance alarms; however, in this application tns target of concern 
is moving rapidly and therefore more latitsde Is possible with the sensitivity adjustment. 

To tafco advantage of a Btuftlsertsor cy$tem, an alarm interpretation hiearchy mast be 
developed to assign priorities to different «Jarms Mid a larm seasesess . Modifying these priorities 
with existing weather data i s also esefal. Both of these factors have been Included" in this system 
and will be discussed in detail in the System Control and Display paper. Thp system goal Is to 
establish a Pd of greater than 0.33 while maintaining a NAft of no more than one In several days 
for high-priority a larms. 

C, Experimental Installation 

All of the candidate sensors were set qp In an on-site experimental Installation to determine 
how they react to unique si te features and to obtain specific installation dimensions. Listed below 
art, the major teats performed at tho reference s i te . The findings a re Indicative of the type of 
information to be obtained; however. Specific tests and resul ts could he very different at another 
s i te . • 

i. Three different MAfO/MfLES cabU-g were Siuried at 20, 45, zrid SO em to determine the 
sensitivity and nuisance alarm ra tes (NARV In this particular soil, 2, 5 cm of depth was approxi
mately equal to one dE of attenuation. The 30-cm-deep cable woald constantly alarm at wind 
speeds In excess of 30 fem/h and would also alttrrn when rabbits crossed the cable. Both the 45-
and 60-cm cables had satisfactory wind and ratbi t XAR performance; However, the 60-em cable 
would miss some of the more careful intrusion nltempts. Forty-five em was selected as the final 
burial depth. 

.Experience at other sites indicated that railroad penetrations could adversely arfect both the 
probability of detection and NAR of the MAID/MILES sensor . An experimental cable was buried 
under the railroad track to test this. With careful,preparation It wag possible to achieve adequate 
sensitivity and NAB performance at the railroad penetration. 

2. Two overlapping microwave sectors were installed. It was determined that some of the 
mounting hardware was inadequate and that «ie recommended alignment proce '«re wag Inappro
priate for the high wind conditions experienced at this s i te . When the microwave units wero set 
to successfully,detect a crawling Intruder, they would alao detect Jackrobbita. Thi» required 
excluding rabbits fro— the isolation zone. After consultation with various agencies such as the 
Game and Tlsh Department and Department of Agriculture, It was determined that the most effective 
way to keep raJ&iis out was to Install a buried two-foot extension to the existing chain-link fence, 
sloped away from the isolation zone. 



Same brands of microwave nniig have experienced problems with airport associated radars-
Testing shoved that no problems of this naiore were experienced with lite selected units. 

3 , Two aectors oMhe'EFF were Installed. It wafl determined that the 45-cm standoff hard
ware supplied by the manufacturer permitted high NAR resulting from fence vibrations for wind 
speeds &i excess of 40 Umlh. Increasing tfee etandoff distance to 60 cm and weaving a cable through 
the chain-lmfc fabric to stiffen the fence panels significantly decreased the wlnd-indnceo lulsance 
a larms. 

4, Two FDS sectors were installed. A wind filter was also tested will, this sensor. The 
wind Alter requires a number of closures within a set time frame to cause an a larm. The wind-
irufaced nuisance olarmfl became a problem around 40 fcm/h when the trip level waa set at the 
recommended three-tarn sensitivity and the wind filter was not used. When another one-half torn 
wis added to the tr ip level and the wind filter was used, wind velocities a' 50 fcm/h did not produce . 
nuisance alarm problems and the ability to detect a rapidly climbing Intruder was not sacrificed. 
Satisfactory performance at msch higher wind velocities is expected; however, 50 ktn/h was the 
highest wind velocity recorded daring the experimental evaluation, 

A problem occurred with a new section of ch3in-Iink fence installed to complete the isolation 
zone. This new fence trtlllred z Heavy "<?' Form line post instead of the Senior "H" post used on 
the existing fence. FDS's motmted on the new fence prodnced nuisance alarms at very low wind 
speeds <15 km/h). Tests indicated that the "C" posts would flex twice as much as the "H" posts 
with the same force applied. A 2-metre section of the top fear material had to be welded to the 
"C post to ohfafa a cefffr-CBs equivalent to the "H" post. 

III. Hardware (Procurement 

The documentation and characterization of commercially available hardware is typically 
- very limited. The soppHers contacted expressed the opinion that today's market is dominated by 

a strict low bid philosophy and that an apgraded product woald not be competitive. Most orders 
a re handled on a model number basis with the model number loosely defined in a marketing 

. brochure. 

To obtain hardware with reliable and predictable operating characteristics, procurement 
specifications were developed that required utilization of wide temperature range components and 
thorough acceptance testing. Included in this procurement were detailed maintenance and trouble 
ahoottcg manuals to support the hardware after installation. No attempt was made to improve the 
baste hardware designs because of the one-year program schedule. 



rV. Installation 

The cost, difficulty, and Importance of on-site construction required to support the sensor 
system caa be easily underestimated. At this site, construction coats were approximately one-
quarter of the overall budget. Approximately 20 km of trenches containing 100 fcm of cable were 
required to rapport a 3-fun- detection and assessment system. Figure A-2 la a photograph of the 
construction activity. 

Figure A-2. Site Construction Activity 

The following a re examples of some of the more critical construction details: 

a. The MILES cable must be buried 45 cm below grade- Variation? of more than 5 cm will 
influence NAR and detection performance. An 8-cm layer of washed sand Is placed below and 
above the MILES cable to permit accurate burial depth and prevent damage. 

, " 1 2 . " " ' • . . 



b . The surface between microwave transmitter and receiver pairs (one sector of 100 in] 
mast have a constant clops within ±8 cm It a crawling target is .o be detected. This surface must 
be over the MILES cable 

c. Drainage must t.j adequate and the surface stabilized so that, once the sensor bed is 
established, the abovi* tolerance specifications a re not affected by erosion. 

d. Adjacent microwave sectors mast overlap In a crossing pattern (see Figure A-l} to 
protect the insensit ,vc zone directly in frost of the emits and to prevent mutual interference. This 
requires careful location of the mounting posts. 

e. Nearby power lines and signal lines will adversely affect MAID/MILES performance. 

t. Sign?!, power, and data cables mast be separated to prevent mutual interference. 

The most difficult aspect of installation is to control the tendency Tor contractor improvisa
tion in unfamiliar construction a reas . Contractor personnel with no experience in projects of this 
kfnd tend to liave a poor understanding' of the problems that '.-an be caused by nicked or crushed 
signal lines, proximity of power and signal lines, or small location variations in a wide-open 
isolation rone. Nearly continnoos explanation and inspection of crit ical installation dimensions 
by cognizant personnel are required. This can present a problem became of the division of 
responsibility between design ™d inspection functions at most facilities. The best system design 
and hardware procurement possible will be wasted if the on-site construction and installation is 
not done properly. 

V. Conclusion 

To obtain an effective perimeter intrusion detection system requires a thorough understanding 
of the site environment and the effects of that environment on candidate sensors; development of 
procurement specifications to stabilize and doc.um.-snt sensor performance; and careful installation 
inspection daring the on-site construction phase. Unalterable conditions such as weather extremes, 
soil conditions, or frequency interference must be accounted for in sensor selection. Alterable 
conditions such as ter'-ain roughness, fcr.ee stiffness, or fence location must be controlled during 
me installation phase. Perimeter introsion sensors can provide a significant contribution to 
physical security if they are properly selected, procured, and installed. 

http://doc.um.-snt
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B. ALARM ASSESSMENT 

Douglas E. MeGovern 
Security Systems Integration 

Sandia Laboratories. Albuquerque, N. M. 87115 

Abstract 

Alarms mttst fae assessed to determine the cause of the alarm and wnat response action is 
required- Some Information on c&ado can be derived through proper application and processing of 
sensor inputs. The final determination of cansc and the initiation of required response Is derived, 
however, from observation of the alarm area by a security system operator. This can JC done 
directly (maimed guard towers on the perimeter) or remotely (closed circuit television), and real
time (coincident with tire alarm) or delayed {pastevent analysis). Methods to perform assessment 
are discussed, and the application of these methods in an installed site are detailed. 

I Introduction 

Assessment is the final determination of the cause o F an alarm by security system perfcr-'iel-
The initial input is normally a signal from an intrusion sensor. This can provide some assessment 
information through a combination at sensor inputs and processing which incorporates signal 
analysis and weather information. The ultimate assossmer.i, however, is derived from observation 
of the =>.larm site by securi"y personnel. 

H. Types of Observation 

Observation can be accomplished in any of four «ays, real-iime or delayed and live or remote. 
Real-time live assessment i s performed from manned observation towers which provide direct 
visual access to the entire perimeter- Real-time remote assessment use1; closed-circuit television 
(CCTVf to relay a picture of the alarm site to security personnel stationed in a central control 
room. Delayed live assessment dependa on the dispatch of roving patrols to the alarm Site. 
Delayed remote assessment is ffirough recorded video information. 

At the reference site, the assessment a.id detection functions are divided, and all four types 
of assessment a re provided. Two observation towerj provide direct visual ace esc to the entire 
perimeter. Sensors provide an input to roving patrols for delayed live assessment. Closed circuit 
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television cameras installed at intervals around the perimeter provide both real- t ime remote 
assessment and, through use of video disc and taps recorders , delayed remote assessment, 

Ill, Operation 

The primary operational tnodea UW tfctf ob'stfrVatiort toWerd arid CCTV for real-tlmo assess 
ment. This is a highly rctdundant ey*tem which Insures rapid, accurate assessment and timely 
response to all alarms* 

Inclement l ea the r may reduce visibility to tits point that direct visual access 1 to ther full 
perimeter by security personnel in th# observation towers is1 impossible. Each camora of the 
CCTV system, however, looks at a sensor sector a maximum £f 3SO metres from the camera. 
Thus, while the tower operator may no/be able to see tha entire length of one side 0/ the perimeter 
(approxlmutely l ,06o meters}, the CCTV cameras Will provide a usable picture" of all sensor -
sectors. 

If visibility id reduced to loss than 360 Metres, the CCTV system Is Inoperative, Assess
ment is then performed by rr.ving patrols dispatched to- the a l u m si te . 

iMuittpIe alarms may create an overload situation for real-'tlmo assessment Hints the observa
tion to?/or personnel arid CCTV system operators cannot assess a large number of alarms simul
taneously, This is handled by recording video signals Ori o video disc to preserve the view of the 
slurm site at the t i n e of the alarm* t h i s video "snapshot" can then be effectively assessed even 
after the cause of th? ^larm has gone from the scene, 

i'i.o iftoi.ili/1 ^S!!-«i thm uses a combination of manned observation towers, roving patrols 
and CCTV with fecz/r-M/tf to provide Ss/sesi^enl In all weather and under all alarm conditions-
The two comj^achis of the system are the security personnel and t{;e CCTV network. The functions 
of the security personnel ft/How standard practices and #111 «oi be discussed further. The remain
der of this paper addresses' the design and frtfffallation details of the closed*circuit television system, 

(V, Basic CCTV System 

- ThlrtytHreo cameras are installed around the perimeter with each camera providing visual 
access to the area spanned by one set of sensors. Cameras are hardwired to an equipment building 
located at the site. Video signals are then checked foY presence or absence of a picture. Signals 
to be sent'to the Security Command* Center, located approximately 1 *6 km from the site, are 
sWitc^ad itr.a a multiplexing network. These eipiala a re transmitted over" a1 single cable and 
demultiplexed a( the Security Command Center; for display or recording. Master syne is generated 
at the equipment building on fl/ff and transmitted fo the CsfdUfa. 



Figure B-l la a block diagram of the system Identifying each of the major elements. These 
will be discussed below. 

HOUSING 

I CAMERA | 

[HOUSING , 

I comm **" 

CAMERA 
SITE 

r-*|LIN£ EQUALIZATION 

IPRESEMC^PETECTORL 

[VIDEO SWITCHIHGI*" 

A, Cameras andMLight.off 

Figure B-1. CCTV System 

The initial choice Ifl designing a CIC?V system is the determination of the resolution required. 
At this site, it is necessary to defect small animals and to identify a man. Reference to litera
ture * * and experimentation si Sandia established a reasonable maximum horizontal field of 
view («idth Of scene viewed on the monilorl of 30 metres tor detection of small animals. 

The second choice in design Id the mini! urn width of area to be viewed. At this Site, it is 
necessary to provide video coverage of both the primary arii' secondary sensor lfnes. It Is also 
desirable to observe some area on either side o! the sensor to altutf maximum time for assess^ 
ment of Intruders or animals going I« or out. Thus, the required area of video coverage Is a band 
around the perimeter. Limits of coverage extend from about one meter inside the secondary sensor 
line (inner perimeter fence) to the outer edge of (he clear ione around the primary sensor line. 
With cameras aligned to look along the fence, the minimum width of the field is then about Zl metres . 

'the fin'-' choice Is the depth of area to be vlrwed. The depth of field combined with the mml-
mviii required jorizonfal field of view and the maximum allowed horizontal field of view establishes 
the focal-length leiss io be used, Since only a limited number of long-focal-length lenses are 
available, the speed of the Ions (f number? is indirectly established and thus the lighting required 



for night vision. This final choice requires careful analysis of trade-offs between lighting, 
operational consideration, price, eta, Kef example, I fWi tam*MS cover different parts of tho 
oarae aiarm^attor, the equipment for tiitpUy *sd *«ccT4fsig mtrtl tw replicated, if a slow Jens is 
used (say ar? f £>< 0 lens). It Is necessary either t& Ugi;? the area Jrona boih Bides to achieve ade
quate light or to p.-ocore v«ry-low-Ilgfct-leveI cameras with their attendant cose and complexity. 

A eampTotnlee *ra» readied tt this gits which allowed coverage of each sensor aoetor by a 
sin^l* camera ecfjippe A With a l$9-fflffl Jerttf. Silicon diode tabes (0,05 lumens/m minimum face 
plats lllutninatlonj and a fast lens ff 1,8) ore used to provide adequate operation from daylight to 
Icfia than 10 3ttmcns/iri , ' •- • 

Lighting IM provided fay 400-watt h i g h ' p n s r urn sodium (HPSJ lamps mounted two to a polo 
os a direct replacement for tho original UghtMg. This lighting provide* a mlnbnum (end of Ufe) 
liium&aiion of 10 lomess/m in a hwizontal plena trait* the fence to *fce edge of the clear zone 
(21 metresi. Tho light (o darfc ratio ie bolter than elx to one. The Utter was found (o be highly 
critical for good nfghl video plclures, 

Figure 0-2 illustrator the details of camera installation. An environmental housing, equipped 
with a defroster, cooling fan, and windshield washer and wiper-, la used to Insure that vision is 
not Impaired from dirt, Walor* or snow accumulation on the lens and that camera intern-il y/npera-
turss a re hold is a reasotfebie range. 

Tho camera fs positioned directly above the Iwvor perimeter fence lor- log along the fence. 

The mount and polo, sufficient ta support the camera In winds up to 100 miles an hour, must 
he carefully siaed to avoid interference with a elisors. Wind-induced vibrations will create coismlc 
waves emanating from the base of the pole, if Ihe poles a re to close to the burled lino sensors, the 
sensors may ejarirs from this gslzmta signal, creating a source of naigafice a larms. Tho standard 
gufdulirte Iff one pole length between flenaor and pole, which tends to limit the mounting height for 
assessment cameras. 

Figure S-3 la a photograph of the daytime view from a camera at Sandta in an installation 
similar to that diecassed above- lit this and in Figure B-4, tho nighttime view, tho predominant 
surface is loose graded soil. At Ihe lower right is a section of asphalt paring leading onto a hard-
p3ckcd dirt road- At fha upper right is norms! daserl vagetellw. 

Note the relative size of th6 man and tho telephone polo and the effect of ground surface on 
visibility, inspection of video scenes like these indicated the need to remove all possible objscts 
from (he field of view and to carefully stabilize Me ground surface. The latter was initially 

• required for sensor installation1, but (he need for It in" assessment ls.e'ijtially c l ean 
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Figure S-2. Camera installation 

B, Trfingniis'atcrn.and_SwKchlng 

The maximum eabJe length from a camera to the equipment enclosure is 1,5 km. The video 
signal ia suiXicieaHy attenuated In this lengtfi of rigid coax to require regeneration of the signal* 
This 18 provided by video equalizers installed in the.- equipment building. 

The'33 camera lines ara Input to a 40 x 10 remote controlled video switcher, This switcher 
Isolates' those cameras required for display or recording in the Security Command Center (SCO 
and Is driven by the SCC computer installed there, seven of the available outputs M*O used to supply 
eapetrate video signals to four different monitors, two video discs, and nyideo tape - recorder . 
The other three outputs are us«d for (est purposes. 



F i g u r e U j 3 . CCTV Daytime View 

Figure E-4- CCTV Night-Time View 



The yeven display end recording linos are modulated and combined on a single rigid coax for 
transmission to (he SCC1. fi-fcm distance. The single-cable cystcm, similar to cable television 
usage, allows easy system expansion In display location and number of channels without the need 
for a large number ofburled cables or axtenslve video signal conditioning, 

After demodulation at the SCC the video signals ore input to a 10 x 10 video switcher. This 
switcher, jiiao under the control of the computer, routes signals either to monitor displays or to 
the input of one of two video disc recorders or a video tape recorder. The outputs of the disc 
recorders can be rerouted through the switcher to the monitor displays. 

C. According and Display 

Recording of video signals is done for two reasons. First, a temporary recording is made 
of the initial few seconds after a sensor has alarmed. This provides a "snapshot" of the alarm 
scene which can be looked at anytime after the alarm. Second, a permanent recording is made 
for retention o. any significant event. 

The temporary recordings are made on two video disc recorders . Those provide jlrnost 
instantaneous recording of up to 500 frames of video data. Any frame is readily accessible for 
replay or rerecordinjT, and ihe alarm scenes can be shown in any order.- The video discs arc 
controlled by the alarm processing computer In the SCC. 

Permanent recording is on video tape. This is not as accessible nor as versatile as disc 
recording, but can record several hoars ot contlnous video data in an easily stored and replayed 
fashion. Included In any tape recording aro the pertinent scones recorded by the video discs at 
the time of the alarm* 

Display of live or recorded scenes Is on Z3-cm dual rack mount monitors mounted at eye 
level for a seated security system operator. 

D. Line Supervision 

/ Tne video transmission lines aro supervised by monitoring the quality of the video picture. 
Each of the 33 cameras is continuously monitored for loss of sync, low picture levels (all dark), 
or high picture levels (ail white). This Is performed prior to the Initial switching In ihe equipment 
enclosure. The results of the picture lest are transmitted to the SCC over the same lino a s the 
video data. The format Is such that the signal needs to be pro sent to indicate a functioning system. 
Thus, loss of any cable will be indicated to the operator. 



E. Master Sync 

Video synchronizing signals arc generated In ttie equipment enclosure for c)l cameras and 
the switcher; Appruprlafe delays a re added to maintain exact timing for all signals. 

Master nync Is included to insure lilgft-quoliiy switching and recording. It also allows 
expansion of the video system to include more sophisticated video processing, motion detection, 
etc . A side benefit of using master sync is that all cables to cameras e re djplicated. if a video 
cable deteriorates or i s damaged, that earnero can run on Internal sync and use the syne cabfc ror 
video transmission, 

-V. Lightning 

Tfco reference site Is in a high-lightning-probabillty area. It was therefore Imparativo thai 
adequate lightning protection be provided. Protection of power and signal lines is a straightforward 
application of off-the-shelf gas tubes. These act to cfamp voltage to SCO to 300 volts. This level 
of protection la not adequate, however, for video cables. Additionally, video will tolerate only 
very low parasitic capacitance on the line. 

The solution at this site was a combination of a apart: gap and sets of matched high-current 
diodes. This hardware will clamp at approximately 8 volts and will conduct up to 450 amperes 
with only 3 SO of of capacitanes added to ths video line. The effect of this capacitance can be 
compensated for In the equalizers. 

a * Miscellaneous Hardware 

The above represents th« major components of the assessment system. Many other pieces 
are necessary for proper system function such as environmental protection of cameras, noise 
suppression ott video cables, provision of test and adjustment ports, data transmission for Mnc 
•EUperviston functions, etc- These represent a large commitment of design effort but will not be 

' discussed furtner since they, liko.ltio problems encountered in installation, follow normal televi
sion system practice." 

V, Conclusions 

Three major conclusions can be drawn from the experience gained during design and instal
lation of this assessment system. The first is that assessment can represent a largo fraction of 
.the installation cost of a perimeter intrusion detection and assessment system. At the reference 
site over 30 percent of the combined purchasaand construction budget was allotted to assessment. 



Second, the assessment subsystem fg closely tied to the sensor subsystem. Such things as 
video cable routing, camera pole location and holght, and lens u:d lighting specification Interact 
directly with sensor layout. Sensor spacing is ttepemfesf on tht capabilities of tac video system. 
For example. It would be quite possible to design a sensor syst-tm which required an excessive 
number of cameras to provide adequate assessment. 

Third, although video design is relatively straightforward, the specification and install;, .on 
of an effective assessment system are not simple. 
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Abstract 

The system described was designed, developed, and Installed on short time scales and p r i 
marily utilized off-the-shelf military and commercial hardware. The system was designed to 
provide Security-in-depth' and multiple security opticus with several stages e-f redundancy. Under 
normal operating conditions, the system i s computer controlled with manual backup during abnor
mal conditions. Sensor a larm data are processed in conjunction with weather data to reduce 
nuisance a larms, A structured approach Is used to order alarmed sectors for assessment. 
Alarm and video Information i s presented to security personnel In an interactive mode. Historical 
operational data a re recorded for system evaluation. 

I. Introduction 

The purpose of the program discussed is to provide a Perimeter Intrusion Detection and 
Assessment system for the facility described fn the preface. This system will upgrade the existing 
security posture and will ass is t security personnel fn thwarting any intrusion. The major a reas 
of effort were perimeter Intrusion sensors, alarm assessment, sensor data communications and 
display, and system integration. Sensors and assessment were presented in the previous two 
papers; »he remaining a reas will be discussed m this paper. 

11. ^System Considerations 

The short time scale of 12 months for this program would not permit Involvement in mcdlam-
Or high-rlsfc design and development activities; but it did restr ict the hardware selection to proven, 
off-the-shelf commercial and military equipment. Hardware was developed or modified only if 
rec^iired to meet special system requirements or to interface the various system elements. The 
system concept-was designed to provide security-in-depth, such that the failure or defeat of any 
single system element, either hardware or personnel, would not compromise the integrity of the 
total system.- Security-in-deptbwasaccomplfflhed, In part , by using: 



a, A redundant system configuration which would permit continuing system operation 
should a Major component or subsystem fall; 

t>- Multiple intrusion detection sensors fn each perimeter sector; 

c . An alarm assessment technique which requires at least two individuals to assess 
sensor alarms; 

d. Alternate hardened control centers, widely separated specially, to reduce the 
vulnerability of the system to single-ppint attacfe; and 

e. A sensor control technique which prevents an individual from placing sensors in 
the access mode (inoperable) without other security personnel being: aware of 
this operation. 

The system was designed to be expandable to allow for reasonable future expansion. 

. . '" in . System Description 

A simplified block diagram of the system is shown in Figure O ! . All of the functional 
blocks shown below the dashed line are contained within the security zone. The Security Command 
Center (SCO is located approximately 1,600 metres from the security zone. During normal 
operating conditions, the SCC has primary control d the ByBtem, with the guardhouse performing 

. only a system monitoring function. The guardhouse is also configured to operate as a backup 
command center, and control will be transferred as required by the operational status of the 
remaining system elements. The" perimeter Bcnsor and CCTV data are transmitted by buried cable 
to the SCC the equipment building which is the central data collection and distribution point for 
the system. All the video distribution and sensor data multiplexing is performed within this build
ing; a complete weather station is installed on the roof to provide the required environmental data. 
Sensor data a re transmitted independently to both the guardhouse and the SCC, The assessment 
tower displays may be driven by either the SCC or the gvardhonsc equipment, depending on the 
operational mode'of the. system. The SCC, guardhouse, and assessment towers communicate via 
telephone, radio, and dedicated intercom. 

vnm iT» EIWUW <p,ti» 

Figure C - l . 



IV. Control and Display 

The system uses a Small Permanent Communication and Display Segment (SPCDS) and a 
Computer Control and Display System with several stages of redundancy. The SFCFJ6 [AN/GSS-
28[V>3 equipment wa3 developed fay Sandia Laboratories for the Air Force Base and Installation 
Security Systems Program Office (BISSPO) to be used la military security systems. The equip
ment was used In the present feppIieaUcn to perform <a) sensor d3ta multiplexing, fb) sensor data 
transmission and line supervision, and <c) geographical display of sensor alarms in both the pr i 
mary and secondary command centers. Although the SPCDS equipment provides all the sensor 
data and line fault Inforrr atlon to the computer. It operates totally independent of (he compute-
and, when coupled with the assessment towers or manually controlled CCTV, provides a totally 
independent and complete detection and assessment option in this system. The SPCDS control and 
display hardware is provided In both the SCC and guardhouse. The guardhouse equipT.ient is shown 
in Figure C-2. 

LINE FAULT INDICATORS INTERCOM 

, m . .. t . f | j ;•• I *'• ' '•'^A 
• .-.-••.: J l - ' " - - " » . 

' SENSOR ACCESS 
MONITORS 

COMPUTER INTERFACE 
SENSOR ACCESS 

Figure C-2. Guard House Display 



A computer was utilized In the control and display subsystem to provide the capability for 
(a) automated system control and display, fb> data processing, fcj changing control logic during 
development, and W) expanding the system for future requirements. 

For normal operating conditions, the computer performs the following functions in this 
system: 

a- Process sensor and weather data; 

h. Drive tower, security console, and hardcopy displays; 

c . Control the video assessment subsystem; 

d. Display data at potentially high rates to security personnel in a useful format and 
in an interactive mode; and 

e. Provide.historical operating oatu fur system evaluation. 

The computer control and display subsystem uses dual minicomputers configured as shown in 
Figure C-3. The computers, as shown, are.connected throu.^i an interprecessor ouss with one 
primary CPU capable of complete sys'ero control and the other providing automatic backup should 
the primary fail. The computers a re programmed in Fortran V using a disc operating system. 
All peripherals a re available to either C"*U via the buss switch. 

Figure C-3. I>.tal Minicomputer System 



V. Sensor Data Processing 

Cxtemat Intrusion detection sensors available today are incapable or automatically discri
minating between valid a larms caused by an actual intruder and nuisance alarms caused by small 
animals, flying debris, and environmental conditions, fa addition to providing animal bar r ie rs to 
reduce miisance a larms and CCTV to a s sess nuisance a larms, perimeter sensor data a r e processed 
In conjunction with weather data to farther reduce the number of nuisance alarms. The measured 
weather Uata include: 

Wind velocity 
Wind direction 
Moisture (all rate 
Humidity 
Barometric pressure 
Temperature 
Potential gradient 

Estimates oS LV magnitude of wind gusts and rate or change of potential gradient are derived by 
the software from the measured weather data. 

The alarm processing logic is table driven. Various programs run as Independent tasks and 
communicate with each other to modify data contained in the tables. The table entries may be 
changed or updated by the ope rat Li g software {based on implemented logic) or by the programmer 
to reflect changes in sensor performance. The software assigns a status (Enabled, Masked, or 
Inhibited) to each sensor, depending on the existing weather conditions v/hich cou.J .ifteee th« 
validity of the alarm. The definition of sensor status conditions are: 

Enabled - Valid alarm. The magnitude of the weaiher conditions are well within 
the acceptable range for the sensor. 

Masked - The magnitude of the weather conditions arc within a range in -.7hich 
the sensor might be affected. Therefore, the alarm data are weighted, 
depending uo the alarm conditions or other sensors in the same sec ioc 

mhibited - Alarm ia ignored. The magnitude of the v.-eather conditions are beyond 
the acceptable range for the senaor. 

Any of the nine sets of weather data can cause a mask or inhibit bit to be set for a given type of 
sensor. Since -weather conditions are updated at 1 -second intervals, the decision to mask or 
inhibit a sensor is made on a nearly continuous basis. 

During periods when numerous sensors are alarming, a method was devised to determine 
the order in which alarms should be assessed. In the limit, one would like to separate the alarms 
caused by intruders and only evaluate or assess these a larms. Although this goal is unattainable 
with present technology, a structured approach can be used to evaluate, in order, the alarms that 



aro most likely to have been intruder caused. Based on the method used to deploy sensors ai this 
facility, multiple alarms from different sensors in one sector have a higher eftifiee of feeing caused 
by an intruder than single alarms in other sectors . Therefore, a priority structure haa been 
defined to determine' the order la which alarmed sectors will bo assessed. The priority (0, t , 2, 
or 3) assigned to a Hector depends oil Ihe Status of the sensors tt.e,. Enabled, Masked, Inhibited), 
and on the number and combination-of sensors that a re in alarm. Priori ty "o" means the alarm 
i s tgrtd. i by the system, Priorit ies " 3 " through " 1 " ore displayed With priority "i" feeing the 
most important. The assigned sector priorit ies may be updated dui fng a short time period follow
ing thf initial alarm In the sector such that a priority "S" may progress « a priority "I," d&pead-
ing a i the alarms that occur during the specified time "window," Based on this priority structure, 
the system will automatically display first the alarmed sector of highest priority, if a numfaor of 
equal priority sectors are- in the queue, "a first in, first out logic" is used to determine the or dor 
in whfeh-the sectors are displayed. . 

A simple example of how priorities might be assigned to possible alarm conditions is illus
trated ia'the following table; ' 

Senear Type Priority Hentarks 

(' z 3 4 
Priority Hentarks 

0 0 0 a 0 Any single masked sensor 

0 1 0 0 3 ' Any single alarmed eeneor 

ID 0 0 tD •3 Any combination of two masked 
Sensors IB alarm 

0' 

1 

0 

1 

I 

1 

i 

0 

Z 

1 

Any combination of tv/o alarmed 
sensors 

Any eombltmii&t of three sensors 
in alarm 

0 » t/nalanned sensor 
I ' Alarmed sensor. 

[ j = Masked sensor 

There are 2 possible combinations of sensor alarms and masking conditions that are assigned 
priorities, five of which have Seen illustrated- The alarm priority H&sfraled is only one of many 
that could be utsed.- • 

'Alarm "filtering" cm be changed via the priorities entered In the alarm table, the environ
mental limits used ta determine'sensor status (Enabled, Masked, Inhibited}, and the duration of 
the update time window, A flexible fable structure has been implemented, in the software i« allow 
those parameters' to be changed based on the results of operational data-



VI, SCC Console 

The SCC consols is the primary interface with the security personnel, As shown In Figure 
C'4, It has t W duplicate operator positions. Each position has 3 keyboard, alphanumeric display, 
and two computer-controlled video monitors. The number 1 monitor, in each position, is for 
"live" of real-time video,, and the number 2 monitor is for "playback" from video disc recorders . 
Thd two monitors, numberu 3 and 4, between the operating positions arc normally manually con
trolled monitors which will display dcenus from any sector \vheri that sector Is manually selected 
via the switches mounted above each of these two monitors - At the (op of (he console center section 
are the controls and indicator lights for the video presence detector and CCTV camera environ
mental housings. Radio, Intercom, and telephone communications equipment IB contained in the 
bottom of this conseffl section. The geographical display and the rack of equipment at the right of 
the c6rf£olu represent the SFCDS equipment discussed previously. 

Figure 04. SCC Console 
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When an alarm is received from a sector, the following events occur simultaneously! 

a, SPODS geographical displays a re Initiated, with the appropriate sector alarm 
'lights facing energized, • 

b, the computer proeeaaea sensor and weather data in determine the validity of 
the alarm and establishes priority- . 

e, .fludio tones a re generated In the assessment towers and In the SCC to alert the 
• jectirify operators-

d. Tower display lights a re energized, Indicating the sector in alarm. 

e'. Monitor " 1 " displays the alarmed sector aeons, 

f, Thn operator 's console provides sri rlphanumerlc description of the sector, 
alarmed sensor, and the total system status, 

g, Weather and alarm data are output to the hardcopy and magnetic tape 
devices. 

The SCC operator then assesses the cause of the alarm by viewing the video monitor and communi
cating with'tower guards. The assessment is entered into the system via the CUT keyboard. If 
an Intruder coueod the alarm, the video Scene Is transferred to monitors 3 and 4, ond a video tape 
recording of the scene is initiated for permanent retention, 

U multiple-sector alarms a re received within a.short period of lime, monitor " I " will ecn 
tlnue displaying real time or "live" information, if the live monitor is in the display mode anJ 
unavailable for incoming sector afarmfl, the computer will automatically switch the video from 
the new sector alarm to one of two video disc recorder The disc recorder v/Jll record 4 seconds 
of video from the alarmed sector's^camera and then, under computer control, play back this video 
on the "playback" monitor, number 2, at the operator's console. The Interplay between the "live" 
and "playback" monitors, video disc recorders, and system computer will permit the operator to 
assess several sector alarme'even If they ticcur in a short time interval, 

The computer-driven' system a lso provides additional information which is used by the 
security personnel to implement their operational security procedures and to evaluate the status 
of the total system. The types of information available to the operator aret -

a. Weather data, system status, and operator Identification at operator shift changes; 

I', System malfunction messages] 

c. Senior jk vjvJty summaries; 

d. Sensor access summaries; 

e. . Video test scquerieasj and . 

f. Operator training sequences. 



VII. Conclusion 

An effective system tan be designed using presently available commercial and military 
equipment/ However, careful attention must be given to integrating this equipment Into a viable 
system concept, fli order to achieve the level of integration desired, a fair amount of interface 
hardware was required and had to be developed as the program progressed. Incorporating a mini
computer into the system control and display functions gives additional flexibility in achieving 
system design goals ard provided capability to automate numerous functions mat operational 
personnel would normally perform. The program described has demonstrated that, with a vigorous 
effort, this type of system cert become operational on relatively short time scales. 


